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ARRIVES I FOR BIG THREE MEET

IN OUR 75th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, DeCember 15, 1954

Decorations Motorists Attempt To Hold
To Be Judged Down Accidents On SD Day
Next Week

By UNITED PRESS
American motorists attempted today to set an all-time safety mark
Judges will view the decorations •on this "SeEt. Day," but a mounting
in the Christmas Home Decorating number of
fatal and injurious
contest on December 20 and 21, smashups marred their record.
and ask that all contestants keep
A United Press survey showed
The lights on, on these two nights that five persons had been killed
from 8:00 to 10:00 o'clock.
and 44 injured since the attemrt
The contest is sponsored by the to get through 24 hours without a
Garden departgient of the Murray single traffic accident, death or
Woman's Club headed by Mrs. C. injury began at midnight.
C. Farmer, as chairman and asFatalities in the early morning
sisted by Mrs. J. B. Wilson, Mrs. hours included two each in Ore°
Robert Moyer and Mrs. euford and Mississippi and one eacn in
C. Harris.
Wisconsin and Virginia. New York
No entry blanks will be netes- City and Ohio both reported eight
tory this year and the contest is injuries to lead all other areas
open to all residents in the town.
The first two fatalities reported
There will be no money prizes,
to United Press were both ir. Ohio.
but ribbons will be presented In
At about 2:30 a.m.. FST, Emmet G.
the winners in the various diriTemple, 29, was killed when his
'ions.
car crashed into a truck in CleveThe Christmas Decorating Comland. At 3:25 a.m.. EST, John
mittee have a window display of
Russell Bovard, 32, died in a headChristmas
arrangements in
ths
on collision near Ravenna.
window of the
Murray Light
The early reports were too
and Water System office: on North
Fifth street. These arrangenients sparse to indicate whether the
have been made by Garden to- nation's motorists were responding
pertinent members and will be to President Eisenhower's plea for
changed from day to day until as perfect a national record as
after Christmas. The committee possible
hopes that these arrangements will
In Washington the President's
encourage the making and using
Action Committee on Traffic Safeof interior Christmas decorations.
ty, which is sponsoring "S-D Day.'
said the success or failure of the
campaign will probably be decided tonight.

Annual Christmas
Charles Boggess
Is School Graduate

FORT HOOD, Tex —Army Cpl.
Charles H Boggess. son of Mrs.
Hanle L. Boggess, Route 2, Murray. Ky,
, recently was graduated
fm the III Corps Non-Commissioned Officer Academy at Fort
Hood, Tex.
- An
automatic riflemen
with
Company C of the 1st Armolei
Division's 25th Armored Infantry
Battalion, he received instructioh
IL leadership of units, map reading
sand other military subjects.

Big Night Is
Planned
A game Irtween Texas Western
Murray State College
and
is
scheduled for December 22 in the
new Sports Arena at Murray State
College
The game will start at 9:00 p.m.
with a pre-game contest between
Maylpad High School and the
Redbirds' of New Concord
at
7:00 p.m.
The Young Business Nten's Chit,
of Murray and the college Booster
Club is sponsoring the night's
games. Admission to the games
is not included on the regular
season tickets or regular com•
plimentary tickets.
Nine hundred chair seats ire
reserved and about 4,000 will be
for general admission Temporary
seats for approximately 1000 can
be provided.
Texas Western is located at El
Paso, Tr,1e. and has an enrollment of 3,500 It is a state supported college and a member of the
Border conference.
George McCarty is head basketball coach and the team is known
'as the "Miners"
Tickets for the games are on
sale throughout the sermiteding
area.

WEATHER
REPORT
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i

MINN
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After Dark Tetanal's
Three times as many traffic fatalities occur after dark, the cernmittee said, and the danger hours
will therefore be between 4 pen.
and midnight.
Eight _persons were injured in
five other Ohio accidents, including two whose car plunged over an
embankment near Columbus as
they tried to outdistance a police
car.
There were seven crackups in
the first two hours in Chicago and
two persons were injured. A Detroit woman pedestrian was critically injured when a car struck
her as she stepped from between
two perked autos.
President Eisenhower, who issued the "S-D Day" challenge to
the nation's motorists. had ;asked
for an absolutely spotless traffic
record.
Safety officials doubted from the
start that this could be achieved.
They said they would be Wee' eatisfied with a dramatic demonstration of how a nationwide attempt
to drive safely can save
On the comparative day last
It aui
year. Wednesday. Dec
accidents killed 60 persons aid
injured 1,807.
A United Press "test" tabulation
last Wednesday counted 87 persons
dead in traffic accidents and an
estimated 2,144 injured.
Deaths—Daily Tell
The average daily death toll on
the highways so far this year is
94 persons However, this figure
includes weekends and holidays,
when the accident rate soars,
The President's comenittee deliberately chose a day in the middle

Brown
Simmons
Passes Away
Word has been received here of
ith ef "ti- Brown Simmons,
of McKenzie, Tenn., who was a
Mrs. Auguel
brother-In-law to
Wilson, of Murray
Mr Simmons died suddenly of
a heart attack at his home. He
was buried Sunday in the city
cemetery at McKenzie.
Mr Simmons will be remembered by friends and relatives here
as the husband of the former
Irene BIllington.

VET ORGANIZATION HAS
Southwest
Kentucky
—Cloudy WHEEL CHIAIR TO LEND
and cooler with ?mew flurries the
afternoon. Highest 38 Clearing and
A new
wheel chair is now
colder tonight, low 27 Tomorrow available for use according to
partly cloudy and cool, highest 43. Charles Jenkins of the Disabled
Americans Veterans otganie,atinn
TEMPERATURES
here.
}ligh Yesterday
44
The wheel cheir may be ebtainlow Last Night
, 31
ed by calling 1925

'

I.

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

_SCHOOLMATES PALLBEARERS FOR FIRE VICTIMS

of the week because "lives are
lost every day."
Luckily, today promised to be a
good driving day in most of the
nation. The main danger areas appeared to be New England and
'northern New York state, where
freezing rain and possible icing
were predicted.
State alid city governments across the nation Meanwhile mobilized all their availiile forces and
announced determinaton that their
areas won't have/he country's
worst "S-D Day" re ord.
Ashland, Ky..
Ilenged, ins*
City in the country to beat' Its
safety record and Galesburg, le .
planned to hold another "S-D Day"
Thursday to see if it can't do even
better.

Mr and Mrs James M. Candling
said Chancellor S. B. Thomas gave
them "the best Christmas present
we could ask for" Tuesday when
he made them foster parents of
the three-months-old foundling

The meeting will:
I Determine whether military or
political leaders will be empowered to press the trigger of atomic
retaliation if the Communists attack.
2 Shape future Western policy
toward Russia arid Red China.
A compromise was reported to
be shaping up on the heated question of when and how the West
should bring its atomic arms into

Next 48 Hours
Crucial For Pope
_ —
WITH 20 school children as panocarene the dye Del:toggle chilaien killed in a tare which es.ept their
farmhouse borne are taken to graves in Franklin, Mass. Grieving parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
DeBaggis, all, ass-sted by relatives as they leave St Mary's church to wake of the casket& They
(feterrocitionai Sauce/Owes)
were able to save only their youngest child.

Forrest Pogue
To Address
Almo PTA

Handling, 26, and his wife, 24,
had delayed their holiday plans
until they were sure, but neighbors were on hand with gifts
Dr Forrest Pogue will be the
as soon as little Susan Elizabeth
speaker at the Almo Parent Teachwas brought to her new home.
er Association meeting on ThursWhile the visitors flocked to the day night December le at 7:00 p.m
modest frame house near the little
The meeting wall be on to the
community of Silver City, Mrs
public an that they an hear De
Sandling busily planned a tree
Pogue. who is rated on" of tha
with splently of presents" tor the
girl's first Christmas
"She is a beautiful child." the
happy mother said over and over
"I've had to pinch myself all day
to see if I was awake Judge Thomas said he neede
the "wisdom of Solomon' to choe
between the four 'mighty 11
cuples,' all of them childless is
sought to have a baby in the
home for Christmas
After a five-hour hearing in
which each of the couples pleaded
for the "Christmas baby" the judge
prayed overnight
pondered and
before making his decision. "It
was mighty hard for me to decide.- he said.
The child, described as "blonde
wind
Was
and real chubby.
wrapped in a blanket in a physician's parked car when a newborn infant last Sept 22

Hepatitis Team
Visits Murray

Fulton Woman
di Be 100
prNext Sunday

The Hepatitis Tear of the Unead States Public Health Service
was in Murray ore Diseember 9-10
to complete further stultflie
Hepaties. The team consisted of Dr Heinz Eivhenwald.
Dr I. Schafer, Dr. G. Cooper, Dr.
N Chandler, Dr T Asher, and
Dr. J Koomen. The cooperation
of the County Health.Department,
College Oleials, Counts Medical
Society and the people of Call sway County have med.. possible
an extensive study which has 'treacly yieldltsd valuable reientifre
information
this puzsling disease.

fectious

The community shepld feel proud
of its contribifhon which will do
much to improve the future health
of the people of the United States,
local officials said

Ward Lashes Out
At Soil Plan
—
FRANKFORT
— State Con
servatoin
Commissionee
Henry
Ward has lashed out at a plan
which he said would force the
state to finance half the cost re
the Soil Conservation Service program in Kentucky.

ras

FULTON IP --- A tiny, white
haired woman who will be 100 thi
coming Sunday recalled Civil Wa
days today — how "the Yankee
would come every morning just a
dawn."
She is Mrs. Ethel Byrd. who ha
a nice, big room at the home o
her daughter. Mrs S L. Craver
here She talks with much pep an
dazzles a reporter with a swee
smile.
She recalled how the Yankees
would tear through her family's
Nashville. Tenn .
outside
farm
"getting food for themselves and
corn for their horses—and leave
the yard in a mess They would
go into the smokehouse and 'take
down our meat, cut out the best
portions, and throw the rest on
the ground."
"I was small then," she recalls,
"and I was scared of Yankees.
Everybody was scared at night"
She remembers putting an ear to
the ground and listening to cannons going off.
Mrs. Byrd attributes her long
life to religion and "living fight"
She doesn't hear well and suffers
from asthma but otherwise she o
remarkably healthy. Asthma spells
are less frequent now and her dietor says she had a very strong
heart.
She is quite active.. She cleans
her room each morning and recently cut out a couple of dresses
that her daughter sewed for her
She used to do her own sewing
but she can't see to thread a needle anymore. She oc,asionally attends service at the First Baptist
Church.
Mr. Craves, a retired Illinois
Central Railroad man. insists Mrs.
Byrd doesn't eat enough to live
although she eats three times a
day. Mrs. Byrd has lived with the
Cravers 16 years. Her ,husband,
a former ceretaker for the Mayfield schools, died in 1932. She has
a dead son also.
She was born at Nashville, but
her parents moved to a farm near
Nashville when sne was small, and
then moved to Marshall County,
Kentucky.
Will there he any celebration
this
year' Mrs
Byrd
doesn't
"rightly know." She has had some
nice birthday parties but her doctor warned her after the last one.
two years ago, that she got too
excited.

Ward termed the plan, reco eDr. Forrest Poetic
mended by a subcommittee of the
outstanding historians of the day. President's - OITSTission on interThe baby was placed in the
Dr. Pogue is most well known governmental relations. "another an
North Sunflower County Hospital for the recent publication of th a acres of efforts to destroy or
vain
searched
in
authorities
while
book "The Supreme Cemmasid" seriously hamper- the program
of
She
was
er
lather.
fur her mother
which covers the First United the Soil Conservation Service."
given the legal name of Jane Doe States Army operations in World
until the Sandlings brought her.' War II from the Omaha Beac'-i to
late Plzen,
home
frons the hospital
Czechoslovakia in 1944-4e.
Tuesda y
The New York Tames was highly
Mrs. Sandling, childless after complimentary of the book are+
six years of marriage, said she said it is an "outstanding work ot
had been on "needles and pins" scholarship and the most .mpressuntil the decision "did nee` as ive contribution to knowledge".
Dr. Pogue received his A.S., - much walking the floor- as her
husband did before the baby ar- from Murray State, his MA from. A
rived.
the Upiversity of Kentucky and
All the wives who sought the his PhD from Clark University.
Christmas baby told the judge He is a former exchange fellow,
they could not have children of University of Pans. 19311-39.
The annual Calloway
County
their own. And character witness
He has been an Instructor at Blind Tournment is to be held
including pastors, civic leaders Western Kentucky State College al in the
Hazel Hihg School gymand school teachers spoke on be- Bowling Green, Murray State C
nasium December 17-18
half of each couple.
lege, George Washington UniverIn this tournment the rapponents
sity,'Washington D.C., and is cur- are unknown to all
participating
rently again
at
Murray St to teams. The , e.aptian from each
College.
team will draw before the game
Dr. Pogue has lived and traveloe Friday night to see who they
in many different foreign coun- play.
tries and speaks fluently in see's...
The schools that are eligible
to play are Kirksey, Lynn Grove,
The Murray High PTA as spon- ral languages.
Dr Pogue holds the Bronze Star Concord, and Hazel.
soring the Empty Stocking Fund.
Tickets will be sold at the four
Contributions to the fund 'must be and the Croix de Guerre with
in by December 18th so they will Bronze star for combat history by county schools named above. they
are selling at 25 and .50 cents
the First Army.
have time to wrap the rifts,
a game. There will not be sitting
—
Any contnbutions may be carroom for all so get your tickets
ried to the Murray HS Recreation
MEMORY GUMMED UP
as
soon as possible from
the
Rosen or the Fire Station Those
STICKY SEWING
school principal, officials
who cannot bring their gifts may
WEST HARTFORD. Conn. (Ill—
Game time for both Friday and
have them picked up by calling Sent to a store 'for cigarettes, lire.
HARTFORD. Conn.
— Lenny
Saturday night is 7:00 o'clieck.
34W. They accept clothing, toys, Bobbie LaJoie returned with on!S. ' Trophies will
he awarded tto the Montimerlo's mother caught hfrn
canned goods or cash contribu bubble gum, explaining. "I forgot winners and the runners-up fcl- just in time. He was "railing" her
tions.
what you wanted."
lowing the game Saturday night. sewing machine with glue.

Blind Tourney
Will Be Held
t Hazel

Contributions Are
Needed For Empty
Stocking Fund

Big Three And NATO Will
Decide Crucial Woriti Issues
PARIS
— U. S. Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles arrived
in Paris today for a series of crucial Big Three and North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) meetings

Neighbors Take
Gifts To Baby
Found In Blanket
--INDIANOLS, Miss. Dec 15. IP —
Neighbors bore gifts today to the
joyous farm home where a child,
found swaddled in a blanket, is being given her first Christmas by a
young, childless couple.

Vol. DZXV No. 276

VATICAN CITY IP —Vatican
sources said today the next 48
hours will be crucial for Pope Pius
XII and may show whether the
sudden halt in his recovery is only
temporary
Those hours also may glee the
team of physicians attending the
78-year-old Pepe an oppertuney
to determine the nature of the dllieu that brought him near death
13 days ago
Slight but steady improvement
la the Pope's condition over a 10day period -stopped Monday. Stage
then his condition has been described as "stationary"
The next two days were expectedto show whether the halt was
temporary and caused by overwork
during the weekend, as
believed by Vatican puarters
Although Vatican sources emphasized that the Pope's condition
was no cause for immediate alarm.
they were disturbed by his failure
to continue his progress
Hiccups which had .plagued the
Pope off apd on for 11 months returned briefly and in a mild form
Tuesday, only five days after they
had disappeared
Authoritative sources said the
doctors were planning to make an
X-ray examination of the Pip's
stomach within the next 48 hour,.
probably Thursday afternoon.
FIGHT FIGURES
SAN FRANCISCO. Dec 15 IP
— Fails and figures on the fight
tonight.
Carl
Principals — Champion
(Robot Olson. San Franseco; and
challenger Pierre Leinglois. France.
Tale at stake — Middleweight
championship of the world.
Place -- San Francisco Cow Palace
Time — Dec 15, 1954; main bout
at 10 p.m. EST.
Distance ._ 15 rounds for the
Estimated attendance — 12,000.
Estimate gate — $100 000.
Purse split — Olson 40 percent.
Lanklois 20 percent, including TV
TV — Columbia Broadcasting
System.
Lifetime ring records — Olson.
won 59 (29 by kayo). lost 5: Langlore won 83 115 by kayo', 10St 1 5
drew 5.

„

Marketing
Quotas Are
Approved

- ----WASHINGTON IP' —Producers
nf dark air-cured and fire-cured
tobacco
today
again
epee-mod
marketing quotas on their crops
for a three-year period
Unofficial complete returns ,how ad 94.3 of the 9,428 growers of
dark air-cured tobacco who voted
in Kentucky and Tennessee favor
quotas for the next three years.
The returns showed about S5
per cent of the 11.559 fire-cured
producers in Kentucky. Virginia
and Tennessee also approved three
more years of quotas. Growers
have approved quotas on both
types for several years in order
to retain high government price
supports.

action in the event of Red aggres
sion.
The dispute — in which Britain
and the United States fond themselves on opposite sides of the
fence — revolves around the generals
who
went
instantamous
atomic reprisal, and the European
governments who want to be consulted
before American atomic
weapons are used.
Agreement already
has been
reached that there must be no serius delay and that Russia and her
Red allies must be put on notice
of the West's policy of instant retaliation. But Dulles and top ministers of the NATO member countries will have to work out the
details.
Dulles was accompanied to the
conferences by Secretary of the
Treasury George M. Hamphsey,
Deputy Defense Secretary Robert
B. Anderson and Foreign Aid Administrator Harold E. Stassen arid
a staff of nearly 40 American sicparts.
Britain, backed by France and
the smaller nation's in NATO,
wants the governments of NATO
nations to be consulted before
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther the supreme allied commander, gives
orders to use atomic weapons.
NATO's military chiefs, backed
by the United States. urge that the
skeleton must rest with* the supreme commander so there will be
go loss of time In resorting agrri
slots witheatprnie weaseeres --- a *lay they fear would spell the difference between victory and defeat,

MTS Christmas
Program Is
On Thursday
The annual All-Training School
Christmas Program will be presented on Thursday. December 18,
from seven tr eight p.m. in the
Murray State College main auditor iurn. This event will serer at the
full program ter the December
meeting of Murray Training Sehool
PTA. All pirtrens of MTS are
urged to be present.
This year's program will present
approximately three-hundred MTS
rtuJents singing traditional Chrismas Music The Tons Little Symphony will acconpany the singing
groups The progiem is under the
direction of the Student Teachers
in the MTS Music Department.
Murray Trariene School patrons
are reminded to bring a white
Christmas offering of any type
clothing seeable for children aged
two to six years. The gifts are for
the needy children of Calloway
County The public is invited to
attend.

Breakfast Of
Orchestra Friday
The third annual Murray Triers-.
ing School Orchestra' Christm
Breakfast will be held Friday. December 17. at 8 a.m in the MT'S
Home Economics Dining Hall.
All of the alumni of the MTS
Orchestra since 1950 are invited to
attend as euests of the present
members.

•
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Number 46
Was Gingles
Barnes Farm

LIVESTOCK
MARKET

TAIPEI. Formosa ar -Nat.otialist Chinese warships sank two
Communist Chinese gunboats ale
damaged four others near Wuchiu
island Sunday. tilt Nationalist Defense Ministry said today.

S'1' LOUIS NATIOINAL STOCK
YARDS t15 -- Livestock
Desrember 14, 1954
Hogs 10,000. Fai-'y
active,
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISH1R
Hello. Everybody.
weights over 180 lbs and sows
I hope at this tone everyone is • A Mcommunique said the
entered at the Post Office Murray, Kentucky, for tranarciamos se
Mystery Farm :rumbei 48 was
Red steady to weak. .Instances 10 to
teel.•ig fine.
Second Clue Mager
ships were spotted off the cent.-al IS cents lower. Lighter weights that of Ginty,- Barnes of Rou'e
1951 is fast leaving and Chris•1. Mr Barnes called at the office
Fukien coast early Sunday. A brief steady. to 25 cents lower. 150
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
mas is almost here For some
engagement followed and the dam- 210 lbs 18.00 to 18.50: 220 to 240 for his glossy p.-ture last week
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMEr CO., 13121 Sill be a happy time and for . aged v:z.rships
The farm is located in the
fled toward the lbs 17.25 to 18,00; 240 to 280 lbs
donroe. Meo,ohis. Tenn 250 Pa. k Ave. New York, 307 N Michigan many it will oe filled with sad China coast_
16.75 to 17.25; 200 to 325 lbs 15.75 Martin's Chapel Community and
tee.. Ch.cago; 80 Bolyston 3L Boston.
ness, as there have been so many
to 16.75: SOS's 400 lbs down 15.25 Is known as the old Woodruff
escaped
Nationalist
warships
deaths during the past few days
to 1575: heavier weights 13.25 to Farm.
NURSCRIPTION RATTS. By carrier in Murray. per wt.ds 15c, pei
So soriy to hear of the death at damage, the communique said.
soot th tiO. In Calloway and adjoining counues.--pee year, &LW
Three generations of the Barnes
Communist
Quilisse artillery 14.75; boars 10.50 to 13.00.
Mrs. Clay McClure, who ci:ed Sun$5.50
family have owned the farm, it
day, December 5. at the Murray shelled both Quemoy and Tachen
Cattle 5.500. Calves 1,500. 45 loads first being
owned by
Ire reserve the right to reject any Aivertising Liters to LS-. Utter Hospital. She was one of my good Islands, at opposite ends. of of steers along with ielatively grandfather of Gingles.Doc Barnes,
then Oscar
Chiang Kai-Shek's Liberal supplies of heifers and
eg Public Voice items which in our opinion are not ter the heel neighbors and a good Christian Generalissimo chain
Barnes,
of Island
mixed yearlings. Steers running Gingles father of Gingles. than
lady. We worked togethei and saw 300-mile-tong
surer. of our reader&
himself
each other almost every day that poets.
largely to low good to average
we lived at Macedonia.
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 15, 1954
Red guns on Toumen Island, 14 choice in flesh. Moderately good
Our sympathy is extended to the miles northwest of Tacheo. hit demand for ,hoice steersi and
many whose loved ones have been j Nationalist-held Yikiangahan with ers and opening sales steady at
taken from them within the past !19 shells. Firing from the Corium- 24.00 to 2050; one lot high choice
, rust port of Amoy. Red artillery steers 27.50; muted inquiry on
few days.
We plan to ove to a ripe old lobbed eight shells against Nation- other grades; cows making up 25
December 15, 1954
age, but before the day is gone. alist defenders of Quemoy.
percent Of receipts: moderately aciiar candle may have been snuffed I
Ledger anci, Times File
tive and steaciy. utility and comMOOG 1W01-10
out.
had tnea ams full.
mercial 9.00 to 11 50; canirs lnd
AU.OWANCI
ON YOUR
The Thoroughbreds of Murray State College defeated
E. H. Simmons. of Evansville,
Uncle Gctuge Pittman a jolly cutters 8.00
to 9.00; mostly 6.50
Ind.
Mr
and
son
of
good
Johnnie
Mrs.
man,
able
old
to
is
stil'
(,o‘ernors tit' Austin Pray here last night 87-46.
up; bulls and vealers stesaly. UtilNO MAW SAW
.
Simmons of Murray. who has been ' make his
town each day ity and commercial
bulls 1100 to
J. C. "Clint.' Kemp. 76.1died at his home on Murray very ill, is reported to be improv- and doing trip to
THE
TOWARDS
well at hi,- age. Celebrat- 13.00; canners and cutters 8.00 td
PURCI4ASE Of A
trig. but not able to go back to . ed his 90th birthday Tuesday. No'
1. this moriung following all month illness.
10.00: good and choice vealers 21.00
work
yet.
vember
30
Good
many
health
.nd
to 2740.:
TWO Callou ay County students. Miss Anne Woods
29.00, commercial
Johnnie Simmons. who has been more birthdays to you. Uncle and rood prime
15 00 to 20.03
and James R. Snell. both of Murray. have been selected ill for Me past few days. is re- G,orgs
DA-211
Mrs Nollie Smith. of Paducah. Sheep 2.800 Lambs slow. Opento serve on the University of Kentucky's Committee of ported a little better at this writing
sales
Monday
50
was
cents higher to shenight guest of her
240 for 1949-50. the UK Public Relations Department
We'll give
lifts. Ruth Washburn. a-ho spent sister Kentucky Bell and family pet's and butchers. Good to prime
you the biggest
announces.
the past month with her d:eughti.r. of Murray
wooled lambs 18 50 to 1950, sizetrade-in allowanoe
Mrs_ Frank Wei and Mr. Moss
ever for your old
Mr. and Mrs Frank Moss, ec able lot mostly prime Southdowns
The Tigers of Murray High School and the Memphis and family In V.rginia. returned Vs
chain sew. But act nosat
20.00; little done thus far an pa -kth. p. it'd pa -tits uj
Offer
is for a limited
."'"ursday to her home On North baby buy. born in November, don't
Central High Warrior:, meet tonight in the gYln of the Thursday
accounts; aged sheep steady.
Ii. only.
13th
Street.
Ewes
remember the date.
4.00 to 5.00.
high school here.
. Mr and Mrs. Everett Huey and
We are not expecting a big
TAYLOR MOTOR
The userakre burley, priee decline/A-yesterday 27 cents.: daughters. of Indiana. :roved last Christmas but hope everyone else

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1954
The favorite -veep is tetineeo. GO. than "by the farm. Chiller Aar retie and feed clops are also raised modeled the house on the inside
farm.
11111e0 purchasing the farm.
on th
General farming is practiced on
lia. n es is the forMi
mer . . Mae Ou,ptan They have ttle 90 Kies of w elf improved soil.
The family attends church at
two
then. Janie Brrnes, and
South Pleasant Grove and Sinking
lani
,ti lies.
d is now under construe- Springs.
A

the
out-ofduring

in

...ass-4ar-mr
arvarar,.
,

I

WE'VE SCOOPED

Five Years Ago Today

THE MARKET

Make neat Christmas the best over
for your family, your friends, ond yourusif.
Start now and save convenient amount roach soil'
isa thrifty Christmas Civil account.
We'll welcome you as a member.

DISSTON

has a grand

time
The burley returned an average of 848.41 compared
Mr. and Mrs.' Ray Johnson. Hope the New Year of 1955
with the seaonal high of $49.04'set Monday.
North 13th Street. are completing br:ngs glad tidings and peace
A new home
wall it when it arrives
Sales of one-sucker 'air-cured tobacco here yesterday
A large Crowd was in ,Murray
Best wishes to the good old
amounted to 162.854 pounds for a total of $38.125.52. Saturday. Guess they were loois - Ledger & Ti res.
mg for Santa, since most of thrh)
KENTUCKY BELL
Lccording to Cecil Thurmond. The average 'price was
$23.41 per hundred.

COMPANY

Read Our Clauifieds

S. 4th St.

Doges Guilt

.

F.11 E . .
WitlYS all-steel body

v:

4-WHEEL-DRIVE STATION WAGON
NOW WITH 53% MORE POWER
THIS CtOSE-U8 stedy of Dr Samlie. Sheppard showy the Bay
V.liaga. Ohio, osteopath shortly
aPer one of the most dramatic
moments i.e 01J1 Cleveland trial
on a charge of Cern/ his wife.
Marilyn Bluntly asked by till
chief defense counsel %%mans
Corrigan: The accusation ta

•

DUAL-PURPOSE
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Phoa• 1000

Christmas Gift
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MEMBER F.D.I.G.
5th and Main St.
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-67-FOOTER AT THE WHITE HOUSE

•

PEOPLES BOK

k.

false. Dr Sheppard replied:
'That's right." Earlier, be told
hoer a buahy-hsired intruder
had bludgeoned her to death and
knocked him out.(International)

arries passengers or cargo

i go through mud. sind, ke,
where others Lan•t. sl.iu
or user rough ground and up 60% grade?.

FREE
FREE
New Set Of
Goodyear Tires\`

.11,,O

r 0,04_

Yes Sir! Santa Claus is waiting for you at Lampkins
Motor Sales with a nev, set of Goodyear Mar+thon
Tires, fully guaranteed by your local dealer, so
come on down to Third and Maple and trade vii,th
Junior Larnpkins and get that new set of tires.

snow

E
.
:( Knife- Way, Soh. DsSisa
%Mtn MOTORS INC.

GUTS TKAT LAST'.

MADE IT KAISETt•WiurS, 15*wc)etbi
LARGEST 'AARE* Of 4-VoldEl•DRPIE VEHICLES

From

Li I
,

COME IN AND SEE THE WILLYS 4-WHEEL-DRIVE STATION WAGON

Reantalui Necklace Sets S.3 85
Rhinestones and Tallored
Gesuine Anson Tie Sets 11(3441
Mao A I)m.0
uff links 1121/0

AS:MC:RAFT MOTORS
205 South Fifth Street

.51014Fri F;'

g;
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PARKER'S
JEWELRY

IL;

Murray. Ks

!
2.?P !IllPA !*!'":.PAl_t*rt

1949 Model Car (or later)
Bought Or Traded For At Lampkins Motor Sales
'
Between Now and Christmas

M.i.t
All we ask you to do is pick up your tires and have
them put on.

v:
I.

A 1117-FOOT balsam Or Christmas tree is maneui.ered upright on
south side of the WhiteAlouse grounds, a gift of the state of
Michigan to President atft Mrs Eisenhower. White House can
be seen in background. lifOre than 8.000 lights will beckon
from its branches.
ffeternational Sounclphoto

1.

CASH
For Christmas

R OYA L-1116
HEARING AID

four solid colors. They are filled with shredded
foam rubber and will not loose their shape.
One Pillow Free For One $30.00 Premium Card.
Punch $15.00,0ff Card. Pay $1.35
, For One Pillow.
Good only on orders you bring in and call for.
OUR SHOW

WINDOW FOR

ADDITIONAL PREMIUMS

If •omeon• elope to you
needs • hearing aid, yet
has hesitated to buy one,
what finer, more practical
Christmas gift could there
be than a tiny., jewel-lik•
Zenith Royel-M. It's easy
to wear.. easy to adjust
...and so easy for you to
give'
SPICtiat C1111111VMA1

on scattered debts
not

consoli-

date them into one
convenient

I oa

with us? You may
reduce

WATCH

044 imr costivdisa spowes,
wed Mee* vossuld

If you are paying

why

ments

1949 Olds Four-Door
1949 Buick Four-Door
1950 Ford Two-Door

only 400 roaraptoris

(

Here are the popular pillows so widely used to
d.-corate your.,living rom and bed rooms. Covered
with bark cloth in two modern pattern designs and

1949 Ford Two-Door
1949 Chev. Four-Door
1949 Chev. Club Coupe

A

410Prr"OP

a n d

et
get

Phone 130.

Sanitone Cleaning

Family Laundry

South Side Square

Halford Rhodes
Murray Route 6
Phone 268-R

MURRAY LOAN CO.
Next Door To Murray Ele( tin
411

[I-fi T At I r1 T. Pt.11.n;

•

1951 Ford Four-Door
1951 Ford Two. Door
1951 Chev. Four-Door
1952 Ford Four-Door

MIPKIPIS
orafteSilirawa.

pen been
ChOstotas-sutsherlyr mole
een.ith,ent. The tectePeet
roust be eatlefled or rose
111 N. tteluud•O
orsti•y
promptly up t• 10 Parr
CtIr11011110,

extra cash too -

1950 Pontiac Four-Door
1950 Plymouth Two-Door

Many Other Older Models To Choose From

TRIAL
Our te• eld tot e

your

Here Are A Few To Choose From

it; •

Third and Maple

,

Telephone 519
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New Premiere
Exciting To
Producer

reside
on

tit
sing

in the
out-ofduring

By MINE MOSBY
'United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD ftli —feloyie magnate Howard Hughes, who once
startled the wend with a wooden
flying boat, is as excited today
over his newest project, an underwater movie premiere.
FtKO is staging the first, and
probably the last, film opening beneath the waves when they show

Sea
Me
first
for all three

THE

a Jane Russell opus, 'Underwater," 12 feet deep at Silver
Springs, Fla., Jan. 10.
A studio spokesman revealed today .,that Hughes is persAmally
supervaing this excursion with as
much enthusiasm as when he tried
to launch his plywood air machine,
Likes Spectacles
"He likes anything that is a
spectacle," as one RKO worker
put It.

eEDGER AND TIKES, MURRAY,
RRAY KENTUCK

Hughes staff is trying to round
up waterproof typewriters and
plastic "Paper" so art underwater
press room can be set up. Ballpoint pens, naturally, will be passed around for underwater writing.
Hollywood wags are busy making jokes about the premiere, such
as, "There will be no smoking,"
or, -Waterproof popcorn will be
served."
Hughes stunt revives a tradition
for the weird and wonderful film
premiere that was a pert of razzleHughes' plans for dunking 170
dazzle land in the old days.
film players and New York and
Once Hughes paid $50,000 to light
Hollywood columnists include the
the Hollywood hills with gigantic
first
underwater movie screen,
letters spelling out 'Hell's Angels"
which will be planted on the lake
for the opening of that film. The
floor. A machine in the depths of,
late showman Sid Gratunan instala nearby boat will project the led
an entire zoo in front of his
picture through a window onto
Chinese theater for the premiere
the 8xI6 foot plastic screen.
of "Trader Horn."
Underwater speakers will be
Once I attended a premiere of a
placed nearby. The audience, wearcartoon aboard a Los Angeles
ing bathing
suits and
oxygen
street-car as it clanged about town.
tanks,will sit on cement benches.
Other pictures have been premierStudio publicists insist the Florida
ed on airplanes and trains, in
water is "crystal clear so you can
prisons and wineries. Waner showsee the film perfectly." Any press
ed "The Sea Wolf" aboard a demember who do not wish to get
stroyer but the sea was so rough
wet can watch the film through
that nobody saw the picture and
the windows of six submarines.
rail space was at a premium.
Next week invitations will go
out to the press with requests for
bathing suit sizes and a warning,
"start practicing deep breathing."
No Smoking

— Here and Yonder
News

GIFTS THAT LAST!
From

with State_Farm_Insurana

PARKER'S

December 10, 1954
Hello everybody,
Today is a beautiful day, only
a little cold.
Now for a few of the happenings around here.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Martin and
children recently visited his mother and step dad, Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Daniel of Murray.
The weesana guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Self and children
were Mr. Selfs daughter, Mary
and her husband, from Metropolis.
Mrs. Katie Ellison will celebrate
her 83rd birthday. December 14.
Happy birthday Miss Katie and
I wish you many more happy
returns of the day.
I also wish Sandra Runyon a
happy birthday and the very best
of everything. Little Sandy will
be two years old December 14.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Toby Runyon, formerly of
Murray, but who are now living
in East Alton, Ill.
I will say so long for this time.
Just a Hillbilly
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Shirley Florist
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PAUL M. BUTLER, chairman-elect of the Democratic National Committee, and Stephen Mitchell (right), former head of the group, are
shown at a press conference in Washington. Butler said he never
v.'ill`vilify" President Eisenhower as he maintained Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy did, but will continue citing "failures of the President"

Read Our nassified..:-
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JEWELRY

Wayne Wilson

Artes.rved Diamonds
C'el tumble Truitt
Others From

Call 321

Besides raising two of their own,
they have been taking care of foster children for the atate's welfare
department. For. years there new r
LEBANON. N. H. —
seven
been fewer than
and Mrs. Merton Goss agree there have
;has never 'been a dull moment in youngsters in their home,
"We haven't had a child we didtheir 47 years of married life. They
n't like," Mrs. Goss says.
have raised 37 children.

TO CITE 'FAILURES' OF PRESIDENT

CELEBRATES HER 106th BIRTHDAY

ItUTOLIFE:FIRE

PAGE THEM
MARRIED 47 YEARS.
RAISED 37 CHILDREN

$125.1141
$74.25
. $U.*

Shop & Save Store
",
"The Store With More For Less

Telephone 1925

119 So. 4th St.

Murray Ready

Give it a chance to perform*
the way you want it to — andl
make it a car you can dependk

Mix Co.

"Your Every ('oncrete Need"
i'hone 12E4
Murray, Ky.

Sure You Can Trust Your Brakes —10.
Us Check Them and Put them
A
In Perfect Shape.

MRS. ABBIE WAINWRIGHT celebrates her 106th birthday by preparing
morn bread for her family in Chicago. Born into slavery in 1848,
Mrs Wainwright was 17 wh:fe the CivU,War ended. She remained
on the plantation of CoL J
ph Moseby of Sommervil1e, Tenn,
where she met her husband /lad reared eighteen girls and one boy.
She outlived Col. Moseby, her husband and 17 of her children. In
1947 she went to Chicago to live with her two remaining daughters.

Dublin Buick Co.
Phone 500

Maple Street

Kurfees

Tin t Wall Finis;ies

Dimtone Semi Gloss for
colors.

Woodwork supplied in matching

Urban G. Starks & Son

•
10;

Flat

For a CHEERFUL HOME at CHRISTMAS (and all through
the year). A complete NEW ROOM with one gallon of
FLAT TINT for only
. Flat Tint Is Completely Odorless.
Dries in 51 minutes.

12th and Poplar Sts.

Telephone 1142

TROTSKY'S SLAYER AWAITS RELEASE
You can give this 3-in-1

Cluistmas Gift
`.4
I 12 condensed classics
'
• on 10 RCA *sot
"45 Er records

2.'Ytctroie45 pnonogra ph
42-page onisicel
enioyment guide

RCA VICTOR

LISTENER'S DIGEST

Gaye the gift of great monk' RCA
Victor makes it easy with this
unman( throe-no-otor offer You get

the Litener's Digest Albure - the
world's first "digest"
the beet
loved mime . . Ors autremanc
"Virtrola" 45 ph000graph
pew
42 page momeal enjoy- €0
meat guide. AM throe
for see'oos priorme
i Co
in today!

A

NEW
GLENN MILLER ALBUM

ITS HERE! THE

JACIPUES MORNARD, who killed the exiled Communist leader Leon
Trotsky. ts shown sitting at a typewriter in the corner of his radio
shop-cell inside the Federal Penitentiary In Mexico City. Mexico In
a brief press interview. Mornard said he intends to remain in Mexico
if given his freedom. He is eligible for parole, having served 14 years
of a 20-year term for fatally bludgeoning Trotsky with an tee as.
It is reported that Mornard, a native of Belgium. made a fortune
making radio and TV sets in hls prison workshop. (International)

LANDSLDE BOULDER TAKES LIFE

U. S. 31 W,South of loinivoio

KENTUCKY'S CONCRETE HIGHWAYS
PAY THEIR OWN WAY

YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FORI

Concrete highways like U. S. 31W earn more in gas taxes than
they cost to build and maintain betause they last at least twice
as long as other types of pavement.

coNCRETE ROAD
ARITHMETIC

This old road has been serving Kentucky for 20 years and
can last for many more even though not designed for modern
weights and volumes of traffic.
Concrete roads usually cost less to build than other pavements
designed for the same loads and engineers now know how to
build concrete highways that will last 50 years or more. Their
maintenance is lower too because they have the strength and
stamina to carry today's heavy traffic.

morels
GLENN MILLER LIMITED EDITION VOL II
60 fabulous performances never before on

On Long Phay (3 records) and 43 Extended Play (15 reeled.).
Newly processed to assure enhanced fidelity. Handsome,simulated kat her album is red anti gold.. factory-sealed for proteetioa.
ltectirds have exclusive Grove /Gard feature . . . raised rime
and centers give permanent protevtion to recant surfarea.
lismonriber,
1.••i,invited Edition. To wan dieoprointin•nt,
tord•r nTio
"
4,St4a.

411.-

Phone 1458

+Low Maintenance Cost
- Long Years

Of
Low Annual Service
Co7t

Concrete is the safest pavement too. Its gritty texture is highly
skid-resistant, wet or dry. And its light color provides maximum
visibility at night when most accidents occur.
Safety and economy—these are two sound reasons why all of
Kentucky's main highways should be paved with concrete.

Chuck's Music Center
408 Maple St.

Moderate First Cost

CEMENT

PORTLAND

WORKERS SEEK TO REMOVE a 20-ton boulder (arrow) that crashed
Into the Malibu Lake, Calif., home of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd S. Miller
during a landslide, bringing death to a house guest, Ernest Asher, 86.
Unloosed be rains, the hure rock rolled down the mountainside.

611

MERCHANTS BANK

,-/40,04.1.••

ASSOCIATIO

BUILDING, INDIANAPOLIS 4, INDIANA

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portlang cement and concrete
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Wesleyan Circle
Meets Thursday
The Wesleyan Cirele held its
wienual Christmas pot-luck supper
ibursday evening. December I. in
the Recreation Hoorn of the First
tethodut Educational Building.
The hostesses for the evening were
lIesdames Dick S.> kes
Gordon
Moody, Don Robinson. Cecil Farrls, Robert Moyer. Olin Moore,
Charles M Baker and Miss Ciirrie

Nall

and

Mrs. Frank

Mrs. Charles M Baker was program chairman. The program was
opened with a solo, -Silent Night"
sung by Mrs. H. Glen Doran. followed by a Christmas skit written
by Mrs. Baker_ Those participating
In the skit were Mrs. Haron West,
Mrs. Robert Moyir and Mrs. Al
Kipp.

A Christmas offering was taken
gb be used :n furnishing the church
Mrs Watter Williams chairman. parlor and members brought toys
presided over the short business and clothing for the Empty Stockiseeting and introduced two guests. ing Fund.

Christmas Party Is
Held Recently By
Delta Department

of

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

The Delta'Depaitrnent of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
annual Christmas party at the
dub house Tuesday. December 7.
at seven-thirty o'clo:k in the evening.
Mrs Dan -Hutson was in charge
of the program for the eveningThe meeting was, opened with the
group singing Christmas caroLs
followed by Mrs. Harry Sparks
reading a Christmas story entitled

•

The Murray Beauty Shop I

..orlalinior •
•

v..

ALWAYS SURE OF

A WARM WELCOME!

-DotipitG

1

The Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church held
its regular monthly meet.ng at the
falt Church Thursday Evening at eight
•A o'clock.
Mrs. C. B. Crawford gave the
S,-ripture reading which was
WI Christmas Story from the secon
It Chapter of Luke. The Chairman
Mrs T. C. Venable. presided.
!business part of the year's wor
was closed and plans were coin
pleted for the corning year. It wa
voted to empty the treasury,
•
0
1
portion going for opportunity giv
-• ing and the remainder for othe
•mission wotk. Mrs. T. C. Venable
and Mrs. Rezina Senter gave the
program.'
,
Christmas at Home and
:ox Christmas
in Foreign Lards-.
Refreshments were served by the
Executive Committee to the members present.
• • • •

•zit

3

Tri

•

Wool Felt
Black - Green - Red

Mrs. Wilkerson Is
I
57 Hostess For

Black and Wipe

Skinner Satin

a

Black and Wine

la°,-,VIVAIRI SWOT STORE ,11
106 S. 5th St.—Murray,

• A

Ky.

2.1
•
XIII IS HOPING... PIP IS HINTING... SIS IS WANTING

BOO IS WISHING

They all want
a new 2-for-1 set of

Christmas gift news! Look how little it costs to give
Logo", luitey--when you give Sorissondri. Thinli of
Is4 You con give two pieces of Right-proven Sermonise
tuippop• for lost *co you'd skink ono piece of such
qualay luggogo would cost' Ilvs comer in now,
while wsr Smi.wwiito 2 for 1 selection is comp's*,

SINSIIITY for AIM I.

up.- bull; in s7ealers' ste:..by Utility and commercial bulls 11 00 to
13.00; canners and cutters 800 t
MOO: good and choice vealers 21.00
to V.00.: prime 29.00. corninerc:al
and good 15 00 to 20.00
Sheep 2.800 Lambs slow Opening sales 50 cents higher to stet,pees and butchers. Good to plime
nooked lambs 18 50 to 1980, sizeable lot mostly prime Southdowns
.f0.00: little done thus far on pa^ks accounts; aged sheep steady.
Ewes 4.00 to 5.00.

Read Ow Classifieds

Denies Guilt

For Value — For Lovliness

TOWARDS THE
PURCHASE OF A

DISSTON

hone For An Appointment

DA-211

ioliday Coiffure

We'll . give
eryataohre
doloidpa
sasdt.yle your
you the Wags* eh
trade-mallow
ev•r for your3
chain sow. But act
Offer is for a
Hours 8 'til
time
-

only.
TAYLOR MOTOR Appointment
through Saturday
COMPANY
S. 4th St.

—

Phone 101

1"114114ee
IS. Cn'
A Ro
F:Ener
M cKEEL,
AIN — Operators

The home of Mrs. Cate Wilkerson on South Tenth Street was the
ocene f the meeting of the Ani.

Group singing of Chris.mas carols was led by Mr!. Thyra Crawford.
Gifts were exchanged which had ,
been placed under the gaily decorated Christmas tree
*'Preceeding the program a potluck supper was enjoyed by the
group
• • • •

tr'

FREE r

PlarITT-T r
irit
Wby'reirig. December 13
Mrs. Claude M.11er gave te
devotion
from
Matthew 7:1-17
after which Mrs Noel Melugin
read an article from the Reader,
Digest entitled "Let s Keep Christ-

'1

America's lowest priced
FR FL-DRIVE STATION WAGON
'H 53% MORE POWER

03 Math' Street, Phone 842
IUGUST F. WILSON, Agent

GIFTS THAT LAST!
From
PARKER'S
JEWELRY

1"AANC-f5

CHRISTMAS
LIST

A DOLLA CARRIAGE
A SLED

Samsonite Luggage.
2 PIECES FOR AS LITTLE AS $42.50*

is pleased to have on its staff
Mrs. Gloria Williams
who has eight years experience

The Magazine Club will meet
with Miss Ruth Houston. 812
Olive street at two-thirty o'clock.
The
Wadesboro
Homemakers
Club wal meet at ten Celock in
the home of Mrs. Clarence Culver.

Ann
Hasseltine Meeting

Skinner Satin

TWO Precis COST LESS THAN YOU'D EXPECT
TO PAY FOR 1 PIECE CIE SUCH FINE LUGGAGE!

one smelled amok*. The couple's
davenlyirt was on tire. What 'cau.sSTURGIS. Mich. "tin — Mr. arid I ed it? The'Ina; wlio- had Just sold
Mrs. Vic Kosloski had just signed the Koaloskiir the policy had dropa contract for insurance to cover ped a lighted cigarette between
their household goods when some- the cushions.
-‘"
FINE MIND

Wednesday, December 15
Mrs. Olive Parks at ten o'clock.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
• • • •
the United Daughters of the ConFriday, December 17
federacy will have their Christmas
The New Concord Homemakers
Luncheon (potluck) at twelve- Club will meet at ten
-thirty in
,olilmmoma
thirty o'clock with Mrs. W. Z. the home of Mrs.
Charles Stubb'e"The Candle In the Forest** by Carter. Mrs. Ray Kern will be co- held.
• • • •
Temple Bailey. For the gift ex- hostesses.
• • • •
change the group played bingo and
Monday, December 20
as each person would bingo, site
The Penny Homemakers Club
The Dexter Homemakers Club
would take a Or. from the table
will meet in the home of Mrs will meet at ten o*clork in the
Superior Ambulance Service
which was centered with a beautiEquipped With Oxygen
Newman Ernsrbe{ger It eleven- home of Mrs. J. E. Waldrop.
ful white Christine!
, tree.
• • • •
thirty.
The chairman. Mrs. Ray Brown311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
The Protemus Homemakers Cl.:b
field. pzesided at Ire meeting. The
will meet in the home of Mrs L.
-THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME"
club house was gaily ..tecorated in
The East Hazel Homemakers A. Rowland
at one-thirty.
toe Crinstrnas motif_ A. patty was Club will meet at one.thirty In
served by theehestesses veto weie the home of Mrs. Glen Kelso.
IAA NOM
• • • •
$
10
91
Mrs. Elliott Wear, Mrs. B. H.
1
1
1
94
0
1
1
0WAM1
011
1
4
9
0MA
11
WAWA It AM*11444%IS
C.aeper, -arm-MeGtiuttori,
Ir"
Thursday. December Id
Mrs. Wells Purdom. and Mrs.
The Kilksey Homemakers Club
Graves Sit.seld.
will meet at one o'clock on the
• • • •
hime of Mrs. Herman Darnell.
• • • •

INIIIIIICONCOMMOMIRVINICANCAMS'EMONIMAXAKO.Plig.PSO Wonsal's Association
I Meets Ole Thursday
•

WEDNESDAY, DACEMBER 15, 1954

Social Calendar

Club News Activits e
Weddings Locals

Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1150.-W
Mrs. Bill
Edmonds.

AND TIM, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

stsgatoro.:

•Loot:fly strong a.m.& to stand oni
•Tales renovit honintrip in* oesto4
•Corr-4s mans deal:Ins a less sows. always

A PUPPY
AND A

U.S.
SAVINGS
BOND

wrinitio-f mod

HOME-MADE

HOT TAMALES
I will be on the Beale &
Son corner three times a
week, Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday, and
the rest of the time at
home.

Chester McCuiston
Behind Ross Feed Store
213 Walnut Street

•Sturdy Arran locAs, Ivrwrlows Lnings,
so:saloon pocked
•S.• bettor *en loathe, An:sines. w.ots deal
1.,th • doap awn.. ltaalsido
Adowrol 51.. So.rnoda Grows, Seddis
Colorado Stoats, AR:gator firaMs.

,6
in Photo 'dents
r1.95
Deniers Idents . _.
MI5
()their Idents
ILLS
— Names Free On /Shove —

This great Willys all.
steel body 4-Wheel-Drive

Station

Wagon is a dual-purpose vehicle, for cargo and
passenger use. Goes where others can't go—power to buck mud,
sand, ice, snow, rough roadless ground,
60% grades-

—..r)12w/F

Taw•

THURS.
ONLY

SIIISOIITI? for HER
•
an
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BLUNT!
BRUTALI

'TODAY'S
MOST
SEARCHING
STORY OF
YOUTH!
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NEW, MORE POWERFUL ENGINE
6-cylinder, 115

s4 58

MEN'S 2-for-1 SET
lloAtt Mares Ov.ci•Tnploin so
SI.
, U, 010Wrs•••••
SVCS,.

Right Specious lump", ..
7 no-knot -- 525.011•

LADIES'2-for-1 SET
Soft ladoss Wo•drobc so rod
,
y.
she,•<1 pociNs 12S00
Roght lodas' Vanny ON". Was

•ooryllung for want opt IFILSIM

4251*

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
MURRAY
—walleallatilWannin_

MAYFIELD
n

farm*,
rsaraimigswereweseasimearvraimsoarnewilioarealail
—-

MADE BY KAISER-WILLYS, THE
WORLD'S LARGEST MAKER OF

NEVILLE BRAND 7JOHN BROWN
Sacwsy Peres Progresso
Mon of zoo Colas ral

A

SIDNEY HARMON ...PHILIP YORDAN

4-WHEEL -DRIVE VEHICLES

LAST TIMES TONIGHT
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'COME IN AND SEE THIS GREAT
4-WHEEL-DRIVE STATION WAGON
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Norge washer. Priced to $ell for ing town. Reasonably priced. Call
Christmas. E c 0 no m y iiardwaeg 1087-J.
dl3c
Phone 575.
dlite
A
BAKEETS,
BABY
r
feTOR SALE:
FOR SALE: 2 mOs OLD MALE
right age for training to talk. All
Boxer pep,py. laa,y phone 1002, FOR SALE: NEW SIX ROOM colors. $3.50 each. Paul Redley•, HELP WANTED, FIRST CLASS
aeto mechanic, also Service ManNight phone 333-J.
dl7c house. Wells Blvd. Can be bought Route one, Murray, ph. 1360-R.
on IRA or GI loan. Shown by
dllp ager. Top salaries for the men
who qualify - Sec 0 0 Dublin.
FOR SALE: ONE GOOD USED appointment only. Owner leavFOR SALE: BOY'S 26- Columbia Dublin Buick Co. 607-etal Maple
Goodyear deluxe bicycle. Like Street,
it
,Se Illeturesials Punts
CROSSWON) PDXAE Alyea''
new. Used very little. Joe Overbey,
cl 17c
1030 Farmer Ave.
JMN A ii-AON3P1
ACR011a
44-Unit
116-Plreher
LANB- E VanOUR
1-Alludee
17-outer coat et
OA ,Nmunwtsa SW
FOR SALE: BABY PARAKEETS.
7-Tbs pineal/OM
rja
aina WUUM OMR
dACHINE
13-P.5plud•
48-Luroosan
V. Kemp, 211 SINGER SEWNU
All colors. Mrs. N
14-Most barren
Ida,kbird
OMR MEI21 ABM
Mu:ray
For
dl5p representative in
is-Writing
No. 5th.
60- Pia t f”, in
RAMSNW
UMUMA
Implionent
62-A coniin•nt
Sales, Service, Repan
contact
MOM
111-hutorloua
labbr 1
FOR SALE: ORIGINAL HUB- Leon teal
'111 Poplar
ph,oe
111- Preposli Ion
62-Nnt• of mewls
!1(t1On1i (imitaufai
111-1'rehir He
caps. 15". Full sets or part. Tubers 197IVIL
114-Lubricators
T1rC
Aumn
mow
RU4
10-111upolioete
57-Dry. as wino
Body ZhOp. 12th & Chestnut. dlip
IIMR WIRE UUO1
21 - A etild
66-Fir to b. eaten
NOTICE:
211 Rivet In Africa itn- 2'11'st-horn
WASHINGETTF
SOLICMN MR9M000 En
I, leatlaned
42-Your. woman
RROON2 AMMUO
o Sent I
21 -colipiim.a
FOR SALE: MEN'S BLUE WOOL its your patronage. You wash or
EnWOOR
000and
IS. lieir•.
13- Rents imataln
topcoat, plaid zip-in thong, blue we wash We dry your clothes or
ti-Ala.
DOWN
112-Crimsnn
5-H 1,d Dart
gabardine
raincoat (new), green you dry them. Comenunay Wash33- 11.00.4
4-11t.lk of graln
d 18p
and green check reversable jacket. ingette. 306 So. 15th St.
1-o.fdpion
36 Ite.tro In
garment
7-11
ndu
13 Visa.o
2-Pa.
eye
rl's
11-Cl
football
Electric
game,
Lionel
It, pole .t...•13
3ran
nick no tn•
i I I'a oLnte• ef
4 Spa'lima
electric construction set, toy print- PIANO C-.H.RISTMAS CLUB: $10
1-Academic
Ti ,, In his
art tie
Subjects
ing press. Two inner spring studio will reserve the piano of your
10-Compass point
couch cushions. Call 1783 after choice for delivery just before
11-Cies er
t"Ira
12-Pelted alth
500 p.m.
en
dl5p Chris, nas
our
convenient
rocks
17-Hindu peasant
Christmas Club Piano Plan. Many
20-11ry plea.ore
ROB SALE: WELL ESTABLISH- famous names to
choose from
21-Port
general merchandise stcre. Good Come in or wroe today. Timm's
24-Kind of plow
26-trabolou• hird
location and doing good business Music Department
Union City,
17-Parr nf •pesch
Five rooms for living quarters. Tenn, Phone 1100
30-Wears
14- A ni ma r s foot
F+ve miles from Murray on hard
34-Annes of node
37-Part nf saddle
surface roaa. Wel sell fixtures and
z
N
2$-Ironuolan
invoice stock it today's market
SERVICES OFFERED
Indian
35
40-A rid ant
prices and give good lease on
31
Persian
building. Call Murray Land Co
42-T..owest
as
6,0
.2 •A
P I
.
;e7 9?
43-Makes Into law
W C. Hays. Ph ine 1062 r 547-J. RU) VOUS HUMID OF TERMITES
44-More unusual
LI e•:01.17
49 -Tennis
45
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bet . e.'
7
El-rail 1.0ancl
IS- Ivor In
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e
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56-Con fed era Is
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T
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41-D.,111ter
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Paris, Tennesiwi

Help Wanted

4,7-ir.0 .
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Wr.)4.04 WA WO.g'tsi. NMIWig MO

Lt'tif Met.gliq

, WeelneseellInd
an
Insects. Expert
ork. Call
441 or see Sam Kelley
tic

JN.
WELLS-WRATHER Pox:1-.4 aact
Commercial photograp,ey
South
ccie square. Murray. Plione 1439
or 1073.
430c

tl

Female HiJia WapItadi
WANTED: MATUttE WOMAN TO
share my ome and to di huaae
keeping. 111111 pay for services
Call Mrs Ruse Radford, Phone
571-R
d 15c

FaR WIT
_
FOR RENT. 4 ROOM APARTment. Modern electric heat. Hardwood floor. Well located. W. C.
Hayes. Hohe ph-me 547-J. Office
1062.
dl5c
FOR RENT: 3 ROOM FUEENISSed downstairs apartment. Private.
Heat and -hot water furnished
Refragerato.... 3864 day, 1625 night.
diSp

•

THANK YOU NOTE: WE WOULD
like to take this way of expiassing our deep appreciation to each
and everyone of our friends and
recighbors who took part in helping harvest my corn crop when I
was disabled. A friend in need is
truly a friend indeed -Exi,,
Adams & family,
Itp

More Than

You Expected?

01.
,3161
.

AMVETS HONOR MARSHALL

. .0

Life's just full of surprises.. the unexpected, the
unforeseen . . ,some of it gay, some sad! You can't
sr
always figure the answers, but you CAN be prepared always'when you have a solid reserve of savings that can add up to the right Amount of money
-;:lbt.:Itait.4.48,t the _right time. Qprn a-ASavings Account
NOW and add to it regularly.

Fireworks Store Paris Transfer Bldg.

ahe1115)t or
JANE ABBOTT

ENT'Y •E1 G HT
TA PTEH
That was all
well drive to Malone, have lunchJIM Nit FULL) rocateo away
Jeanie said to Enid: "Come in eon in that nice place. Then I have
"111•03 too late-th let- luta have some oreaktast with me. some errands."
f1105111
ting ['Vela: love Cusdy!"
I didn't take Gone to eat any "
Enna looked up from her book.
it anheiertinie that evening Wick
Jennie made the coffee.
Eruct
Unless you want me to drivetold Nettle pi rhomar roads stu• cookeo some oacon. made toast I'd rather stay here."
about her work, she They did not talk much as they
CM.
111.11Ify
Hester tound herself counting -nad not had time to read the news- ate, for tee silence, the emptiness though only to five. "Just as you
papers,
pa tJae haat wing. reached to them like, my dear!"
.. • •
•
She was Necked. -Thal pospi
71117inte's Awing.
child What'll she do? Why didn't
Erik' threw ner book aside when
Jennie glanced out of the winyou betrig pea straight down here, dow.
She nearel the ear go out ea the
Wick?"
yard. -1 nate net'!" she said aloud.
"Oh, dear, It's raining!"
He told of Dan and Brigit s cornShe went into the nouse. trite
A rainy day "You'll come next
ing."They're really 21cmer to ner day It rains?" And she wouldn't, the kitchen She opened a can of
than that tattier ever was. They're not ever again.
soup, put it over the are stall burn•
• • •
They're taking ner
Net family
When it was
ing in the stove.
back with them "
warm she poured it out.. cut off a
"So-they've gone!"
three
the
megis
"But that
Hester said it to Enid when slice of Dread, sat down at the
month• &reel up ye "
Enid came in to their kitchen table. But she only looked at the
Tommy's
haw
got
woulan't
"She
where she sat at the table drink- food, then away Through the wins didn't come ing coffee_
anyway,
/ha re
dow to the drizzle ot rein outside
on
?Tea. they've gone."
it Next day It rains?
Net'Claw?"
paid
"(fl1. you
"Did she take be: cats?"
There was a knock on the porch
tle.
"Aunt Jennies keeping them."
door She opened it, stepped quickI'm
Lir. Not ma
"It's gql
ly bacit "Oh!" For Gary Norbeck
Hester laughed. 'She would I"
the 'Mt-hearted guy that let the
Enid sam. "Mother, can't we go stood there. grinning, • package
'Kiri stay up there'"
under his arm
back to Buffalo now ?"
• • •
"Don't you know da's raining?"
"Before my three months are
office
Dan Dooley came to his
"Yea, I know."
over? Leave It all to Jennie? Inearly the next morning
-1 came for you. I didn't think
deed not"
'Hows Cindy?' Wick asked to
But you bate It so here-end you you'd come to me Get your slicker
delay tor a tew moments what ne don't need It Maybe Aunt Jennie on, your boots. I've my car out in
nsa to do. whicn was to get it does."
the drive but we'll nave to walk
through )aJis nese that Coady
"1 thought you like this rustic through the woods to the cabin."
No--not again!"
"Cry,
would inherit nothing from the as• las:"
"One more Lime." He put the
tate -U the ertll that Josh 404
SAW did not answer that "Somewritten nen" in the probate court thing nas happened between her canvas into ner mends "Here, the
"he's all right_ She's with Wig Slid Norbeckt" Hester said to her- painting that is going to make you
feel free when you look at It, Stick
self.
would like to it away somewhere and come
"What are your pia*. Dooley?
Then Laid said,
There s iso burry about your taking go pow I want to study - take along I'm mengry."
some courses somewhere and
She took the package, stood it
her back."
"We're leaving first thing in the ought to begin"
on the floor against the wall_ -1
4morning "
Hester was not displeased Sev- can go Like this." she said, and
'Dooley, did 'ehomas Todd leave eral of the girls who had been (lebs stepped out to the porch.
with Enid were studying one thing
"Are you wondering at my temanything-money, property 7"
Dan shoo) nil bead. No don't or another-art, muatc. pallet .. erity in knocrung boldly at your
look ilk. Ire del"
"Accounting," ssua CMG "I want door?" he asked when the car was
started. -It grew out or something
, "And Cindy II Future 7"
to study to be an accountant."
"Don't the girl get what TamHester stared at her. "An ac- your Aunt Jennie said to me the
ely d nave got gut of that piace up countant! Whatever put that In other night That it was noneenise
there?"
your hared 7- She saw a Bush conic to nold me as an objectionable
Wick said 'You may remember to Entd's tact arta thought Enid character I did like the way she
the pros/talons ul Jettodoppat Frey' tureen sate it as a tittle silly. 01 said 'Nonsense!' "It was nonsense," said Enid
ett a will-that Thomas Todd him course, the girl was simply lumppelf must occupy rue part 01 the ing at anything Perhaps. consid. Then she realized he did not know
house tot three months after Josh s ertng that that fellow was so close that Cindy was gone.
"Cindy's gone. That couple-her
death. He didn't - Cindy. twins by. It would be wise to send tier
there does not alter the situation back now. She thought. "I'll write Dan and Brant came and she went
I'm sorry."
today to Hubert and tell Piro to back with them this morning."
"That's where the kid should be,
"Don't teem right," said Dan, open the house right away, get
still indignant
bold of Dots and Mrs rrotuice with them."
-He's covering up his disappoint"No, it doesn't," agreed Wick.
and aak them to come back. And
Dan got slowly to his teat, "She
tell turn, too that ment," Enid told herself She drew
they'll come!
our girl. Well [eke care 01 Iser " he must discourage this notion of back against the seat ot the car
."
"Gary, the other night
Karly the heat Martinis, a gray Enid's"
"Yee, I wanted to ask you about
orrung with C Oath in the air,
''ti you realty want to go, darthat You came to the door-why
tidy drove away from the ferm ling
" she said aloud.
"
th Dan MO Brigit
This morning passed quickly for did you go sway 7.
I knew Cindy was all
Enid cohere out into the yard to
"Why
ester where ao many others had
y good-by: Jeanie Caine from her dragged She wrote the letter to right-she'd turned to you-1 knelt
trig. lerigit and Ctnity name out Hubert She wrote to Anne Bab- you'd comfort tier, that you .
"What?" demanded Gary, look.
e Mice kitchen door, Cehdy gev. bitt. She re-exarntned carefully the
g no bliele•vard glance at the pieces ot turniture in the wing ing at lien &gam
she 1,$ leaartAg, indeed, seezn• Which looked like really good an•
"Oh, please
." begged Enid,
lig to hurry trap It, hurry to the tiques and might be worth having her face flaming. "I do not under*mit. tinid Om:
, Saw Cindy fa fent to Buffalo.
stahd, Gary. Please let's not talk
inueh a stringer to her as she had
Enid )pen? the 'morning curled about It!"
He said no more They drove
been that afternoon she drat came on the couch out on the porch,
reading. At least she held • book across the bridge over the creek,
to the term.
Though. at the truck, Cihdy in Fier hands, Hester could see. up the back road. He turned the
turned around.
Whatever Jennie was doing she car into the shelter of a tree at
"Good•by, you'll (Ake good care was makipg no sound.
the side of the road, They went
Toward noon Hester dressed to through tie woods to the cat'l
of the cats, Aunt Janine?"
Tes, Indeed I Will. Good-by..." go to town- She went to the porch in enlenceN.
r0 Re Crnittorired '
Enid"
rat riornethine on seta
'

•
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( Interest On All Savings Accounts
GENERAL Of THE ARMY Litorge C. kLarsnall is vven an award, tn reeognition of his contributions in World War II. by the AMVETS at
their tentb enruversary banquet In Washington Rufus N Wilson
:right t, nationnl commender of the-AMVETS, makes the presentstion as Harold E Stassen, Foreign Operations Administrator, looks
on President Eisenhower and former President Truman joined in
praising the retired soldier-statmman for his "patriotic" and "devoted" perm. to the :tattoo as soldier. statesman sitet etti:•••
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TURKISH
BATHS
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LIU ABNER

By Al Cap',
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NIGHT 0'
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BBIE an' SLATS
it-

By Romblon' Van Buren
I CAN'T GO T'
WANT- HE'LL ONLY TAKE
T ME OUT 0'PITY.., AND
ID(CHOKE) °RUINER
off THAN BE
pinED„

DID I HEAR
SOMEONE SAYOUT OF

GRANT 4'
I--I DIDN'T THINK
NO SOUL WAS
'ROUND 1' HEAR
ME
14
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IS IT PITY THAT MAKES ME
SHIVER AND SMILE INWARDLY
EVERY TIME I SEE YOU? IS IT PITY
THAT MAKES EVERY SECOND
AWAY FROM YOU SEEM LIKE
A DULL ETERNITY'
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Littleton's

U. S. DELEGATE Henry Cabot Lodge listens to a few words from
Britain's Anthony Nutting at the special UN General Assembly
session in New York for debating resolution demanding that Red
China tree all UN personnel held since the Korean war In
debate, Lodge said, -Obviosly. the Soviet representative said
these men uore uniforms. Equally obviously, it is inconceivable
that men of the U S armed forces • .. in uniform • . would be
engaged in espionage in China." Said Nutting. 'The idea that
uniformed men would spy in • foreign country) is so fantastic
that it is hard to understand how grown men can advance it as
a serious ichargc"
v/iierssalsor.al Soundpaoto)

BACKSTAIRS AT THE
WH:TFHOUSF
MERRINLAN
United rris• While House IA rite7

•

WASHIN.aTON IF
Bkstairs
at the Wh:te House
Even thvugh c..nst :ie•ton work
on :h..
C-ettvsburg
house .- v rtuaIlv 7...11:3:e2?. prospect.
•
,•
• n,

I

1
1

r

ni

settling there any time soon
some months away. Once the platerers and painters move out
the Gettysbuig house. i• will
a stow pr cess before the Else'
howers can move in The Pre:lent 2nd his wle have a lot
furn:ture in stce-age and it w
t. he Mrs. E:senhower seme ti —
to detirmine what meces 20 L,
in the Gettysburg house.

see yourself In

nillons for

C-HRISTMAS
o.F.
511

4•`,'A

Mr. Eisenhower s:41c1 iv'. OCtobe, that he wanted to spent' at le.I one nigh: on the farm as soon
GlITts THAT LAStt !passible And he : cans it Chanc.
i are that sometime rite. Chr:strr..From
' he will satisfy that pr,
m;se '
PARKER'S
himself. this means th - 7 h:s _or.
JEWELRY
bination „study . nd offi'_•- at 1 . 8
Gettysburg house will be • he f.. s:
Seth
Watches
MOO
be furnished.
S35.75 , :,,, .r.
Balova Watches
Justin ".. perish
SIB 75 i
Others I non
I
Leon ri W Hall, the ortly
rubl.oan Nat total Corr.m.-.tee en .

embroidered, .41
lace-lovely ilk
ii
iylim tricot slip rik

4

IMO

P_L

Itristmas
*. Trees
C

:11
$oo how feminine ...
bow lovely you leak and
fool in this dainty
Waite 4i. Cat with
luxite's flair for
flattery In finest nylon
tricot, the beautiful .
lines traced with
embroidery and
imported, French
nylon loco.
In Whit.,

man. came to call on Mr. Ease-.nower last week 3nd w s Iiierly
,hased .nt.) ths. Wh;te House lobby
by a cab ;river Hall was so irtert on his bunress affairs ot th

White Htiue that he foram to pas
nu; f .re whin he got not -of the

Plain or FlockedA
K

,t

.

Hum Florist

*if.

15th St. Phone 479 74
. .41
41:tild.ti.
R10.1li *OWN

KipLe
0 IA"4 t• Aortas

Se- J seph R McCarthy's personal attacks On Mr Fdsenhowwr
7ame as no su-prise to the chief
execut.ve and mem'oers of h.s staff

,GOLDEN DUSTER

The President's close associates
nad expected McCarthy to come
nto dire.% and open conflict with
Mr. Eisenhower for some months.
The sere assoc:ates do not expect
McCarthy's attack of last week to IN•
!,e, the only one directed by the
Vitsconsin
P:esIdert.

lawmaker

aga•nst

Secretary of State John Poste'Ju.les came out of the National
Security Council meeting 4st week
at the White House to be surround
ed qu.ckly by reporters 'Normally
Duties leaves the White House lsy
a side door, but this time he wi.nt
out .the fr.Ont door

)

Wed.';k.ng

the Americans
4p.es by the Red
if

Furches
Ill

JEWELRY STORE
4th ,
t Phone Vol- I
la'

K

seoter.c,ed

.it

Christmas Special in the office from
' 18th through Christmas

*

K
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That's why we recommend
these lovely srylows. Ozer collection'
lot-lodes the smartest

Superbly tailored, mandarin styled TOMMIEROSE• by
Harry Berger. Wear full-flared Of bialt.it with its saucy sash
.. completely washable, gold-printed cotton. Perfect to
wear lounging or working around the house. Red/Black/
Gold; Aqua/Black/Gold. Sized in Regular heights 32 to 38;
Toll heights 3-4 to 38.
;6.95

bolioloy colors

$895

perfectly proportiosesi
for perfectfit.

416

cr.

for lazy, lovely,
low-cost

ai

4

The most treasured
LFF-I gift of all ...

living!
ff.
*ox..

4 -'
:: 0

V
4.:
•04 Special trade-al allow ani_ e on all new aid- Hearin;:4
%..., aids need no longer be heavy, ugly, obvi,,us. Now -7C
,..:' we have a tiny jewel like aid which does not
look -,Af
k like a hearing aid. It is called the Audivox New ',ii
World ' with dynagrid. Wear it in the hair, on your.
to!i-)elt. - 11,, a brooch.

.
11S1111:
•
•

Sizes 32 to 42, $11.95;
44 to 46, $9.95;
48 to SO, $10.1tS.

4i
•
A k•

K

&.

sheer and to amazingly ssurpresistolott

4 :,,..

DEAF

N.

0644
,

Ch:nesc.

-1*.ou know .•ve nevet discus'
what goes on sr. the Natlonal Se.tur.ty Caur,01„" Dulles si..d with
a snide "But I suppose that because it
Christmas time, you
I *.hr,leht
rnte..t hreak down"

A "mast" es yoir gift list if ire
ever sow one. So beasttifally

-

The newsmen' want..d to lt!
whether the NSC had devo:e-,A
-nuch time to discuss:7.g the plight

BURWELL $30C

!it

5
k
-•
A
•11
._..4
w
"A

See It, Try It, All Transistor Only 1 Ounce.
Ako we have reconditioned Telex Beltonc,
Accusticon, rnoc4t all makes as low as $25.00
_ Service Batteries and Cards on all aids —

Come to the office and save
g:

for Christmas

trit

Audivox of Paris

31t:
4C:
.
0;

A. W. Be'l

"GEORGE

WASHINGTON'S CHOICE"

The gilt if gifts: America's most fa.
moue bedspread, widely imitated but
never duplicated . made only by Bates.
It carriesi a certificate of authenticity
and is permanently registered in the

306 W. Warl!iraton
Paris, Tennessee

Successors to Western-Electric
Hearing Aid Division

name of the owner. A true heirloom
to be treasured throuph the years.
Antique White only, pt.( irunk, revers.
ible,yerfectly wishible Single or double
site, handsomely sift boxed,

or
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

15, 1954

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

Largest
1 Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
•

United Press

nit
wit
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ell Iii

IN OUR 75th YEAR

Santa Keeps
Date With
Children

''issia Threatens
‘1, Breaking
eT
).,7 t
.ir• _ The Soviet

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, December 16, 1954

Social Security
For Farm Families
To Be Discussed

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

BUBBLES MAKES A DAINTY DEBUT IN PHILADELPHIA

Vol. LRXV No.297

Fatalities Are Cut 10 To 15
Per Cent By Ike's SD Day

goy41a, ei today to abro?40
'The new law
now bringing
adsh.p treaty
Federal social security and %W4:,itifies the
age and survinars insurance to
Lon t. s9
its for returned in by Pennsylvania, CaliforBy UNITED
farm families will be 'discussed
arming `1S.r.,
Tire nation's motorists cut traffic nia. Illinois, Indiana, Mississipoi
at a meeting Monday December
By NELSON W. NEAL
fatalities by 10 to 15 per cent on and Florida with three deaths each
made in a note 20th at 1:30 p.m. in the Calloway
The threat
United Press Staff Correspondent
S-D day. Safety experts praised and by Louisiana, Ohio, Massachuhanded by Foreain Minister V. M. County Court House according to
DETROIT 4P -Santa Claus kept Molotov
the achievement, even though it setts. New York, Texas Virginia
to French Anbassador County Agent, S V. Foy. L. R.
a date in toyland with more than
fell far below their earlier expect- and Washington with two each.
Louis Joxe at the Fore'gn Min- Hall. field representative ,,Of the
SOO boys and girls Wednesday
District Office at Paducah will
There were no fatalities, in
ations_
istry.
night.
be present to lead the discussioa.
A United Press tabulation during states and no injuries were posted
The government made a simulMany of them never had seen
Since this is a compulsory prothe 24-hour periad that ended at in Wyoming, Utah, Idaho and Coloannoucement
that
it
Santa before, Many never will see taneous
gram, farm families should know
midnight showed that 44 persons rado.
would
welcome
negotiations
with
him for the rest of their liver..
what this program means, how
S-D Day was a flop in the nawere killed and 824 were injured
'They are blind But they tenderly the new' Japanese government, it works and how it will apply
tion's biggest arty, New York,
in 2,457 traffic accidents
stroked his snow-white beared and looking to "pormalization" of re- to each individual family.
Returns continued to trickle in where the accident rate soared to
laughed
when
he
whispered lations between the two countries.
Anyone interested in kaowing
early today and it %via, feared three times more than that of a
But major emphasia in the twin more about the Social Security
strange promises in their ears.
that new fatalities, particularly in year ago. In Chicago, however,
diplomatic strokes was placed on Program, is asked to attend this
Some cried.
the Western time zone., might the accident late was cut to
More than 60 of the children at the warning to France.
meeting.
fourth of normal.
push the toll higher.
the annual toyland party sponsorThe note contained a lengthy reNevada, where the accident rate
!
Rear Admiral H. B. Miller, died by the Ernst Kern department iteration of Soviet .opposition to
rector of the President's Action is normally one of :he worst in the
store were the sons and daughters the Paris agreements and the reCommittee For Traffic Safety, said nation. turned in one of the day's
of blind parents
armament of West Germany. It de"barring an unexpected surge in best performances. There were no
For the sightless. Toyland was scribed German rearmament as
.
—
delayed reporting, it looks as if fatalities and only three injuries—
only a
world of strange and directed against the Soviet Union
PARIS ((Pt — The United States
. wonderful sounds, the touch of a and "other peace loving
the S-D Day toll will be 10 or 15 two of them in a crash that octoday
its
to
prepared
tell
was
nations"
cuddly panda bear; the feel ot the of Europe.
percent below what it would have curred five minutes before S-D
NATO allies, quarreling over who
smooth, straight lines of an elecday ended
been normally for this day."
"Under such circumstances," the should be empowered to trigger
tric train. A lot of free hot dogs,
Hoped For Lower Toll
note said. "the Soviet government an atomic war in event of a Red
ice cream. pop and some kaidie"Naturally we wish the S-D Day
considers it its duty to state that attack, that they have two choices:
land rides were tossed in for good
RUBBLES, the first hippo born in Philadelphia zoo in 29 years, makes a dainty debut as her mother,
toll had been lower,- Miller said.
the act of ratification of the Pans
I. To be defended im.nechately
measure.
Marie, keeps a sharp lookout for shennanigans from onlookers.
(international Soandphilo)
He thanked the million, of Amagreements will nulify the Franco with atomic weapons.
ericans" who sincerely tried to
Soviet treaty and the whole re2. To be overrun by Communist
Eighth Year
avoid accidents and told them "If
It was the eighth consecutive sponsibility for this will fall on forces and hope for. possible, later
GEORGE IS FINED
we can do it on S-D Day. we -an
liberation.
year the big department store has the French government
do it every day
thrown open its doors to blind
WASHINGTON SP —The adminThat is the American ond genELK CITY. Okla. aft —Liberare's
Despite the S-D day deaths and istration plans a further cut 'in
families
after regular
shopping
eral military view that will be
brother George. just a stranger
Injuries, they were well below the size of the armed. forces
hours.
presented to the crucial Big Three
in town, paid a safe-driving day
By ROBERT a. JACKSON
line with its belief that the threat
-My two children can see, hut
those on comparative days
and NATO meetings in the next United Press Staff Correspondent fine of $10 here Wednesday night
I'm blind," one young mother exOn Wednesday, Dec. 16, 1953-- of an immediate war has subsided.
three days.
VATIlsAN CITY tel --Long-deOklahoma
highway
plained. "I came to this party last
Defense Secretary Charlie: E.
patrolmen
the comparative day last year-60
Informed surces said the United layed X-ray tests reirealed today
Loyd Biggerstaff and Ray Griffin
year and had a chance to inspect
SAN FRANCISC10 RP — Two persons were killed in auto acci- W i I so n announced
Wednesday
States will tell her NATO part- that Pope Pius XII ,i
.s suffering said they clocked
night that military manpower will
some of the toys my children
George's new rolling earthquakes shook Califor- dents and 1.807 were injured.
ners they must decide whether to from gastritis and a hernia of the
Cadillac
convertible
at
75
wanted by just feeling the toys
miles
reduced
be
to "something less'
nia, Nevada and Utah early today,
The Army's. Military ()scums- gore their military planrers a go- diaphragm.
A special United Press "test"
per hour on U.S. 66, 20 miles over rousing thousands of persons from
aria trying them out"
tional Specialty IMOSI system is ahead to plan the most effective
tabulation last Wednesday showed than the 3.047,000-man level he had
the
limit.
But no sales are ever made at scheduled to undergo a complete
These tests showed that the
their sleep and causing minor 67 persons killed and an estimated decreed earlier for the new fiscal
defense of the continr nt with
year beginning July 1.
the department store party. Store change categorically by April,
Pope's long illness that almost
damage
2.144 injured.
1951i, atomic and other weapons.
was
costs
fined
He
bY
plus
$8
$10
officials say it would be 'too comThis .reduction would be apart
proved fatal early this month was
the Department of the Army has
Safety experts warned however,
Pollee and sheriffs offices re•
how the realities of the sitPeace Justice George Hester who
Just
from any cut that might result
mercial.not a result of cancer, an ulcer,
announced.
can be made to jibe with
said "Lye never heard of Litt- ported the damage was limited for that the final S-D Day toll would
uation
if Congrem adopts the President's
The parties were suggested in
tumor or other grave ailments
For; Lee. as the Headquarters the wishes of the several NATO
er:ice."
the most part to a few toppled not be known immediately. They proposed new plan
1946 by Harry Hunter of Detroit.
for greatly enGastritis is a chronic inflat-riaof the Quartermaster Training powers for a share in the fateful
estimated
.32
injuries
every
for
chimneys,
ceiling
cracks,
and
larging military reserve forces.
himself blind and president of the
The judge doesn't own a teletem of the stomach lining. The
Command. will be greatly affected decisions was the subject
death
pointed
and
out
that a numa ape.
dishes tossed to. the floor The
Associated Blind Activitlap_
Assistant Defense Secretary CarWaft set.
flios die • recirpintsaDon beetles!" tr cial tonittltatton today Malang tho diaphragm is the musela arbarsitt
elswelnes touched off burglar-Id-arms I ber of persons will probably Use eer L. Burgess ehiphasiaed, 'howhas worked clic* Year - wfffi
the
lungs
from
the
abdomen
Inof injuries recetved in S D Diy ever, that adoption of the broadin one city.
store officials to make the party the large number of SIC* training United States, Britain ans Canada jury to the
diaphragm apparently
ened reserve program "will not
• soccer's Hunter's wife, Olga. is courses offered to servicemen. The —the three Western atomic powers. has caused the
The temblors apparently were accidents.
Pope's
11-month
Secretary of State John Foster siege
give us a chance to do a lot of
also bl nd, but they have two ..vhole strata of the Artny will be
strongest in Fallon. Nev the scene
of hiccups.
Fatality
Worst
Tall
,
affected as all personnel, new and Dulles and Canadian Minister for
immediate tutting" in active mill.
children with good vision
severe
summer.
of
two
last
quakes
A
single accident which killad
Msgr. Angelo Deriacqua, deputy
tary strength.
The Lions Club furnished trans- old, will have their present MOS External Affairs Lester Pearson
Sheriff's deputies said they would four persons near the
pro-secretary of state of the Vattiny New
portation to the affair. Clerks at ratings changed to conform to the arnagned to meet with British ForWilson said he could not give
until
wait
daygreak
to
deto
have
ican, said the outcome of th
Mexico
town
of
Datil
nawas
the
Va.
1/1
W.
—
X
A
heartnew
system.
any "particular figure right now'
the store volunteered their serSecretary
eign
Anthony
Eden
ray examinations was "reatistir- broken 17-year-old boy. who mis- termine whether the area's exten- tion's worst S-D Day smaahup and
!Lt. Col. Harold
vices to stay overtime as hosts and
Moore, G-3 whose thght from London was desive. irrigation systems were dam- gave New Mexico the sbountry'a on the extent of the new cut is
ing."
took his mother for an intruded
action military forces. The servhostesses
Section. has annomaced that Maj. layed
It was heartening news to a whtle on night-watchman duty And aged.
worst fatality toll of the day.
ices currently are undergoing a
Harold Cunningham. Officer-Inworld which has been prayinte shot her to death, was held
Walt T. 'See" Santa
Other bad S-D Day records were reduction of 210.266 men which
in McCharge of the Enlisted Bunch of
Long and Ranh's
for the Pope's recovery that there
Long lines of children waited to
Dowell County jail on .1 murder
will be completed by June 30.
the QM School, has been selected
The first shock was felt at 31)3
was no grave ailment beyond cure
"see" Santa. Some were frightened
charge today.
Wilson's announcement of a ne.v
•
represent the Quartermaster
a m. PST ana the second a•boirt
NOT READY TO GO
Medical sources cautioned that
when placed on his lap. Others to
reduction came as a surprise since
Ray Ritchie, son of Mrs. Katn- four minutea later Both 'he quakes
the Pope is 78 years old and has
tenderly •i-stroked his 'white hair Corps in a group of men to work
ryn Bolen, told prosermte.r Jack were long and rolling Had they
CALCUTTA SP —A 55-year-old military planners previously had
and his red velvet suit. A freckle- out the details of putting the plan
ATHENS, Greece IP
Rioting been weakened by his lingering
Marinarn,that his mother promised been sharper thew could have Hindu of the princely state of indicated the size of the armed
into
effect.
ailment.
He has great need of adfaced shap tried to bite Saata's
Greek students. shouting Antito bring him some coffee while he caused widespread major damage Cooch-Behar walked away from forces would stabilize at about the
-We have been asked to supply American- slogans,
nose, but the jolly old man ducked
today burned a ditional food and more rest to was on
3,000.000-man
some
for
mark
his funeral pyre Wedoesday.
duty at a small mine near
officer
proeeedt
Washingan
to
to
In Lovelock. Nev.. electric power
in time
picture of President Esenhower. keep his strength at a peak during
years. The announcement raised
Neighbors
War
brought
late
Tuesday
night.
the
but
"body'
she
Four-year-old Linda Hamm, the ton. D. C. on TDY for approxi- shattered a statue 9f liberty. than this most critical winter of his
was cut off in on , sectian Howof the Hindu to a crematorium and speculation as to whether the adnot specify the time.
•
s
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Edward mately four montha beginning No- smashed their way into a U.S. In- 16-year-reign.
ever, no other damage was replaced it on a wooden pile ba. de- ministration might further redeThe
youth
said
he
heard
the
His doctors have found that the
Hamm. approached Santa cautious- vember 4th." Colonel Moore said. formation Service Office and
ported there.
cided to await the arrival of his ploy American troops in the Far
Pope's heart is in good condition door open to the small building
ly in her dark world. Her mother "He will spend a permt of two wrecked its film library.
East.
Sheriff George w limns of Fallon min before setting it afire.
and if it were affected his life where he was stationed and when
and father, also blind, encouraged days at the Office of the QusiterThe violent demonstrations, pro.
temblors were "about as
Some of the mourners noticed a
a figure entered, he excitedly said the
would be in danger
her from the sidelines.
master General starting November testing American support
those Of lass. suenmas. quiver on the lips of the prostrate
of Br"But the doctors also have been picked up 3 ghOtgOrl and fired in strong" al
When
climbed
Linda
trim Ith and then. on Monday, the 8th,
sins claim to the strategic islaeol
disturbed by the Pope's insistence the half darkness He realized with However, he said the fact that they Hindu and thought a spirit had
Santa's lap she felt for the wait- he will report to Task Group A
of Cyprus. erupted in Salenika and on working
when he should he horror that it was his mother were rolling spared the town the entered his body. They fled from
ing arms of her parents, and laugh- in the, Pentagon, where he will
Katerini. Greece and at Famagus- resting.
damage it suffered in the previous the crematorium.
when she fell.
ed joyously when she told them of Corps during the planring sesBy passers later heard the Hindu
ta, on the island of Cyprus.
temblors.
getting a box of candy from the sions."
Eisenhower's picture was
Mr
The quakes were felt in San faintly calling his daughter and
old gentleman.
A Christmas concert will be
The
new
reorganization
win burned during a riot in the town
Francisco, the California valley asking for a glass of water He presented by
did you see Santa Claus" classify the
the senior gin's
Army's enlialeZ jobs of Katerini. near Salome&
was given water and went home.
of
towns
Sacramento.
Stockton,
her father asked innocently
Choral Club. the junior girls Choralto ten major categories. These
shouting
banner5.000
than
More
Modesto.'
Visalia,
Fresno
and Ba"Year! did.- the little girl shoutal Club. the Mixed Ensemble, the
will include maintenance, mili- waving students stormed the US
kersfield, in Los Angeles,, in Neid I wanted a piano whin
"! said
Triple Trio. and the Instrumental
tary crafts, motor maintenance, IS. offices at Saionka aid wreckvada and as far east as Salt Lane
rsaw Santa"
Ensemble of Murray Hieh School.
electronics, electrical maintenance, ed the film library. They also
City.
Surrounded by Christmas trees
The event will be held in the
clerical
and
general
supply.
techshattered a replica of the statue or
and tinsel and all the greens and
Residents of Portola, Calif. .ind
auditorium of Murray High School
U. S FORCES. Korea --Billy F
liberty amiJ jeers and shouts of
Lovelock. Nev., said windows ratreds and yellows of toyland. the 4cal and speelal assignment
an Sunday afternoon December 19.
Moody, whose wife, Edna .J., and
An innovation of the n'ew pro- anti-American slogans.
little girl looked straight ahead
tled in their homes.
The public is exterded .3 cordial
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron G.
tram will be the use of an entry
in the darknees.
At Famagusta. 1,400 students
Moody, live in Murray. Ky.recent- invitation to attend this concert.
MOS to be assigned on the basis marched from their classrooms and
Building "Really Racked"
- —
Telephone operators said' the Pa- ly was promoted to corporal while
1 aptitude or previous training paraded through the streets shoutMURRAY HIGH AND
cific Telephone and
ind
experience.
Telegraph serving in Korea with the Korean
However. the ing "Down With America" and
MEMPHIS CENTIRAL MEET
Company's five-atory Reno build- Military Advisory Group.
needs of the service will still be "Britain' Get Out."
American military personnel as- -- ing -really rocked.primary in the selectiOn.
Police in Barnagusta ringed the
The Murray High Tigers will
Major Cunningham is the son of central square, and preverted any
"The switchboards lit up like a signed to NMAG advise Republic
of Korea Army units in training.
meet a strong Memphis Centril Mrs Oakland
HOPKINSVILLE
414
— Safe
Christmas tree." they mud.
Cunningham and the violence
team tonight at 6:45 pm in the late Mr.
The group played an important Driving Day in Hopkinsville was
The
quakes
Cunnineham
were
felt
only
slightBut at Salonisa students battled
Murray High gym.
role in the build up of South spoiled early yesteroay afternoon
ly in the Los Angeles area, mostly
police for hours. Memphis always has a Strong
Korean forces.
with a spectacular wreck. but no
in the central and southern secScores of persons have been inteam so a good game is expected
Coporal Moody is an aa.sistaiit injuries.
tions
of
the
city.
Some
beach secjured in the anti-American riots
tonigtit by Murray fans
advisor to the Republic of Korea
A semi-trailer truck belonging
tions of the city did not even feel
and American - occupied buildings
Army .ivith the 8202d Army Unit. to the Hayes Freight Line went
the tremors.
have been damaged.
out of control and sheared off a
However, the sheriffs office in
Wednesdays complete record folAt least 25 !battered students
fireplug and a utility pol
A
Mr.
and
Bakersfield.
Mrs.
about
100
T.
0.
north
miles
lows
Turner
will
have
been married
were carried away from the scene
column of water spouted ,into the
of
Los
Angeles.
reported
the
initial
of the Salonica rioting to nearby sixty two years on Saturday, December 18. Both Mr.
air and traffic was tied up at the
Censio
21
shock "was fa'rly severe" but
scene for more than an hour.
first aid stationa. Abut 60 persons Turner and Mrs.
Turner were born in 1872, and they caused no damage.
Adult Beds
ito
were injured in riots earlier this
Cecil B Fan-is & Son of Murray,
,Emergency Bedwere married in 1892.
39
The sheriff's office in 1,as Vegas.
week followin 'the American an.
has been elected to membership
Patients admitted
2
Mrs. Turner is enjoying better health now after hav- Nev, reported the initial quake in the American Aberdeen-Angus
noucement of the United States
Patients dismissed
0
was felt "pretty well." On deputy
support of Britain .n a dispute ,n ing been in ill health
for several years. Mr. Turner is said he thought for a moment "that Breeders' Association at Chicago.
New citizens
1
announces Secretary Frank Richthe United Nations over control of
ill at his home on North Fourth Street, and is suffering I was drunk." There Was no dam-' ards.
Patients admitted from Monday strategic Cyprus.
age.
Mr Farris & Son were among
Greece has laid claim to the is- from a stomach ailment.
4:00 p.m. to Wednesday Noon.
the four purebred Aberdeen-Angus
land that has become Britain's
"We have led very active lives," Mr. Turner said.
Sou
Kentucky — Mostiv
Mrs. William Bailey and baby principal strategic military base
breeders from Kentucky elected
in
cloudy and warmer this afternoon, girl. 522 So.
"and have had many interests. We have been conservato membership during the past
7th St.. Murray; Mrs. the Mediterranean.
FIVE CHILDREN DIE
highest upper 40s. Clcudy and Sarah Alice
month.
Kirnbro, Rt 7, Murray;
tive in our living and trying to accumulate something
mild with occaisonal rain tonight Mr.
Landon
Hayes
Killebrew.
WALLOOMSAC. N.Y. aft —Five
BETTER MOVE
to help a lot of friends and relatives who cannot help
and tomorrow. My tonight
PLANE FACTS
Palmersvilie. Tenn .• Mrs Gordon
children, ranging from one to
high tomorrow near 50, becoming Henshaw and
themselves after we are gone."
FAFtMINGDALE, N.Y SP — The
baby girl. Murray;
eight years old, perished friday
NEW HAVEN, Conn SP — Civil
windy and turning colder late Mr. Loman McDougal,
Mr. Turner is a firm believer in the Old School Bap- when fire destroyed their frame U. S. Air Force's new swept-wing
Rt. 6, Mur- Defense Director Robert Corley
tomorrow and tomorrow night.
ray; Master Charles Lee, Dover, said there was one glaring,
home in this village along tin' fighter-bomber. the Republic Thendefect titd. faith. "although I view myself very unworthy."
derstreak. uses 569 different metal
Tenn ; Mrs. Willian Calhoun and discovered as a result of
New York - Vermont border.
an' an - ' Both
Mr. and Mrs.'Turner expressed their apprecia- The victims were the children forging, and castings The a sliest
TEMPERATVRES
baby girl, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mr. raid test. They found
that C
High Yesterday
47
Lenvel Reid Yates, 311 No. 6th St., headquarters was one of the most tion for their many friends who have called to see them. of Waldo Grogan. a mill worker, is about the size of a pack of
Low Last Night
23
and his wife. Bertha. Their names cigarettes, the largest
Myr-ray.
10 feet
vulnerable targets in the city.
No special observance. is planned for Saturday.
could not be learned immediately. long.
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In Plan Changes
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Greek Students Burn
President's Picture

Christmas Concert
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High School
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Billy Moody Is
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U. S. DELEGATE Henry Cabot Lodge listens to a few words from
Britain's Anthony Nutting at the special UN General Assembly
session in New York for debating resolution demanding that Red
Chir.a tree all UN personnel held since the Korean war In
debate, Lodge said, -Obviolisly. the Soviet representative said
these men wore uniforms. Equally obviously, it is . inconceivable
that men of the U S ansed Sorces .. in uniform . . would be
engaged in espionage in China.' Said Nutting. "The idea that
uniformed men would spy in a foreign country) is so fantastic
that it (a hard to understand hos. grown men can advance it ss
• serious charge."
'international SousuipAotO)
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settl.ng there any time soon •
some months away. Once the plasterers and painters move out of
the Get:ysbuig• house r will be gy
a stow pr cess beftre the Eifel- le
Hi MERRIMAN slIITH
hosiers can move in The Pre, Irt:
United Press White House Writer lent cnd his wie have a lot rif
WASHINjTON IF - Backstairs furniture in soseage and it wall
a! :he White House
t. ke Mrs. Eisenhower seme time!
Even though consti uenin wo,k to determine what pieces to
on the rcserthos--.r-'s _C-ettysburz in the Gettysburg house.
house is virtually completc. prosMr risenhower slid Ir. OCtuH,.
pacts of the Pes ue-t
hts
thst he wanted ,to spend at :c.v.
one night on the farm as soon or
GIFT'S THAT LAS'D possible. And he I ear., it Chances
are that sometime .Ite
From
he wtfl satisfy that rromise
PARKER'S
himself. This means th I"!!s .•,
JEWELRY
binahon study .nd offiee at
Gettysburg house will be .he
Seth
135.75i
BnIsiva Watches
be furnished.
Justin SpeciAls
Slit 75
Others From
Leom,rd W Hall. the tortly ii
PP Pub:..-_an Nat,R,n.:1 Corr.mi:ter L.
man. came to call on Mr.
Mower last week and w s
47 chased into thc White House I,
• by 3 Cab ;:f1VIE:". Hail was .1110
• tcrt on his buurese ara;:-S :at 17.
• White House that he forgot to- pas
nis fire whi n he go: nut of the
Plain or Flocked
'lib•'
•
'.7f
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Sc" J-)seph R McCorthrs peruie Florist
sonal attacks on Mr jr.isenhow•r
•6111,
15th St. Phone 479 7/1 came as no su-prise to *he chief
, executve and irtemOers o! h:s
The President's close aisociates
had expected McCarthy to come
.nto dire t and open conflict with
Mr Eisenhower for some months
The sere assor:ates do not expect
McCarthy's attack of last week t.
1.1 si & S
ise the only one directed by the
Wis,.nsin lawmaker aga•-ist th7.,
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Secretary of State John Foste•
Du.les came out of the NaLona:
Security Council meeting Iist week
at the White House to be surrounn
ed qu.ckly by reporter-s Norma117
Dishes leasies the Wts:te House In,
k
a side d or, but.this time he wen'
out the front door
The newsmen want.11 to I(
BURWELL $300.00
whether the NW had devo.e
Wedd rg k,rig
much time to discussing the pligh•
of the AirienCans seeter.ced a,
spies by the Red Chinese.
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Christmas Special
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office from

;GOLDEN DUSTER
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Suporbly tailored, mandarin styled TOMMIEROBE• by
Harry SWIM% Wear full-flarod Of bilt-rt
with its saucy sash
.. completely washablo, gold-printed cotton. Perf•ct to
wear lounging or working around the houia. Red/Black/
Gold, Aqua /Block /Gold. Sized in Regular heights 31 to
38;
Toll heights 34 to 38.
$6.95

A

A -mist- on ,or gift list if sin
ever saw one. So 6w:tipsily
timer and so amazingly snag-resistant:

Sizes 32 to 42, 9.95;
4-4 to 46, $9.93;
SS to so, $10.115.

That's why we recommend
these lovely nylons. Oar collection
includes the smartest
boliclay colors.

Ng

$895

perfectly proportioned
for perfectfit.
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- for lazy, lovely,
low-cost
living!

The most treasured
LTF:. gift of all ...
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' "• Special- trade-in allow ant e on all new aids. Heariiii:•'1 4
.
OL'i aids need no longer be heavy, ugly, obviiSus. Nou
34
.
.g
...'. we have a tiny jewel like aid which does not look il C
like a hearing aid. It is called ,the Audivox New ?ik wi
tr World with dynagrid. Wear it in the hair, on yourC nik
e!
. telt. as a brooch.
N,

18th through Christmas

-

it.

,
Sy,

OftedirT

they're
terrific
for

See It. Try It, All Transistor Only 1 Ounce
• Also we have reconditioned Telex Reltone,
▪
Accusticon, most all makes as low as $25.00
• — Service Batteries and Cards on all aids
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Come to the office and save
for Christmas

E• l

A. W

Et• t.
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"GEORGE WASHINGTON'S CHOICE"

Audivox ef Pris
Successors to West-rn-Electric
Hearing Aid Division
* ;**.d
.
.V

•

Tlis gift sf gifts: America's most famous bedspread, widely imitated but
never duplicated •. made only by Bates.
It carries a rertificate of authenticity
and is permanently registered in the

Beil 306 W. Wartlirjton Sr'-et
Paris, Tennessee

W,41.
4
.4ki.Cgi.4.
k0.4141.1
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+wrimmimma.•••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••.11.111141.11•10111.

k1.111.2:;.** .flii.E0.1i1.
01111101111111100.iti

same of the owner. A true heirloom
to be treasured throuFh the years.
Antique White only, prr irunk, re% ersible,perfectly washable Single or double
sive, handsomely gift boxed.
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